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Abstract 
Group A powders are widely utilized in the industry because of the great quality of 
fluidization, which can be affected by the fine content. This project investigates the 
feasibility that employing the fine powders (≤ 20 μm) as additives to further improve the 
fluidization ability of Group A powders. Three additives, Coal-15, GB-6, and SiO2-5 are 
added into FCC-76, based on various volume fractions. The minimum fluidization velocity 
(Umf), bed expansion ratio (BER), and dense phase expansion ratio (DER) are tested to 
evaluate the quality of fluidization. Coal-15 can slightly improve the fluidization quality. 
High content of GB-6 can make the mixture obtain some characteristics of Group C/A 
powders. While after adding 13.5% SiO2-5, BER and DER separately enhance 19.4% and 
10.3%, besides, there is a 28.8% decrease in Umf. The improvement of Group A powders on 
the fluidization has potential industrial values, especially in improving the gas-solid reaction 
conversion. 
Keywords 
Group A powder, PSD, Fine content, Fine powder additive, Bed expansion, Dense phase 
expansion, Minimum fluidization velocity 
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Summary for Lay Audience 
In daily life, many items are solid particles, such as soybeans, flour, and rice. Solid particles 
that I am studying are smaller than soybeans but larger than flour and they are around 76 
microns. 
In the industry, there is a technology named fluidization and just like its name, this 
technology is related to the fluid. Solid particles can have many properties of real fluid by 
continuously injecting upward gas. One of the reasons that fluidization technology is widely 
used for gas-solid reactions is great gas-solid contact. 
The research found that fine powders (less than 20 microns) have significant effects on the 
fluidization quality. My works try to utilize the fine powders as additives to improve the 
fluidization ability.  
After mixing with fine powder additives, for example, SiO2-5, the contact between gas and 
solid can be greatly improved. Fine powder additives have great potential in the industry 
because high gas-solid contact could improve the reaction efficiency.  
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Chapter 1  
1 Introduction 
1.1 Background 
Fluidization is a technology that utilizes a vertical flowing gas or liquid to suspend solid 
particles. The solid particles can obtain many properties of liquid or real fluid when the 
fluidization happens. Fluidization technology has achieved many applications in the 
industry on account of great gas-solid contact, excellent heat/mass transfer, and the 
ability to handle abundant particles continuously (Cocco et al., 2014). Typical 
applications include fluid catalytic cracking (FCC) units in petroleum refineries, coal 
gasification, wastewater treatment, etc. 
Different particles show different characteristics of fluidization. Geldart (1973) classified 
particles into four groups according to the quality of fluidization (illustrated in Chapter 
2). Among these four types of particles, Group A powders possess a great performance 
on fluidization and have already been employed widely in the various industrial 
applications. A great quality of fluidization usually has the following characteristics: low 
minimum fluidization velocity, high bed expansion, high dense phase expansion, small 
and uniform bubbles, etc. 
Much research found that fine content plays an important role in behaviors of fluidization 
for Group A powders. The increase of fine content can enhance the gas holdup in the 
fluidized bed and improve the reaction conversion (Barreto et al., 1983; Yates & Newton, 
1986).  
This project discusses whether the fine powders (≤ 20 μm) could be additives to further 
improve the fluidization quality of Group A powders. Three types of fine powders, SiO2-
5, Coal-15, and GB-6 as additives are mixed into typical Group A powder FCC-76 to 
investigate their effects on the quality of fluidization.  
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1.2 Objectives 
Much research has been done to study the effects of fine content on the fluidization of 
Group A powders, but little discussion on the feasibility that treating fine powders as 
additives to further improve the fluidization behaviors of Group A powders. 
 In this project, the main research objectives include: 
1) To study the effects of fine particles on the fluidization ability of Group A 
powders, including particle size distribution (PSD) and fine content. 
2) To investigate the impacts of various fine powder additives on the fluidization 
ability of Group A powders and try to propose a possible additive to further 
improve the quality of the fluidization in the industry. 
3) To compare the fluidization behaviors between different types of base powders 
after adding the same additives. 
1.3 Thesis Structure 
The format and style of this thesis are following the request of Graduate & Postdoctoral 
Studies, Western University. This thesis includes eight chapters and they are organized as 
follows:  
Chapter 1 states the research background and proposes the question that whether fine 
powders could be additives to further improve the fluidization ability for Group A 
powders. Research objectives, thesis structure, and contributions are also noted.  
Chapter 2 is a literature review that mainly includes four parts, fluidization regimes, 
Geldart powder classification, interparticle forces, as well as fine content and particle size 
distribution. 
Chapter 3 illustrates the details of the experimental apparatus, the powders used in the 
experiments, the experimental methodologies and some analytical equipment. 
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Chapter 4 discusses the effects of the particle size distribution (PSD) on fluidization 
ability for Group A powders. FCC-mix and FCC-76 were obtained by removing the part 
of or the most of particles smaller than 45 μm from FCC-51. The minimum fluidization 
velocity (Umf), avalanche angle (AVA), bed expansion ratio (BER), dense phase 
expansion ratio (DER) of each powder are analyzed.  
Chapter 5 researches the fluidization behaviors of FCC-76 after mixing with five 
different contents of fines, FCC-20. The same parameters standing for fluidization ability 
and flowability shown in chapter 4 are also discussed.  
Chapter 6 examines the effects of three different fine powder additives, SiO2-5, Coal-15, 
and GB-6 on the quality of fluidization for FCC-76. Multiple contents of each additive 
are studied. The effects of SiO2-5 additive and FCC-20 (seen as self-additive) are also 
compared. 
Chapter 7 discusses the effects of the types of base powder with the same additive, GB-6. 
Base powders include GB-39 (Group C/A powder), FCC-76 (Group A powder), and 
Sand-156 (Group B powder). The minimum fluidization velocity (Umf) and bed expansion 
are compared between these powders. 
Chapter 8 summarizes this thesis and states the recommendations. 
1.4 Contributions 
Two major contributions made by this study: 
1) Systematically study the effects of different fine powders as additives on the 
fluidization behaviors of Group A powders. 
2) Propose a potential fine powder additive, SiO2-5, which can greatly improve the 
fluidization quality of Group A powders. 
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Chapter 2  
2 Literature Review 
2.1 Fluidization Regimes 
Fluidization is a process that upward fluid, usually a gas, makes the stationary solids 
suspended and show fluid-like behaviors.  
For the gas-solid fluidized bed, the types of fluidization can be changed with the increase 
of the gas velocity through the bed. Different fluidization types are also called 
fluidization regimes. The shift of regimes with the increase of gas velocity for Group A 
powders is shown in Figure 2.1. 
 
Figure 2.1 Fluidization regimes shift with the increasing of gas velocity for Group A 
powders (Cocco et al., 2014) 
When the superficial gas velocity is very low, the upward gas cannot provide enough the 
drag force to suspend the solid particles and the fluidization cannot occur. This regime is 
called as a packed bed or fixed bed. 
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Packed bed can transform into the fluidized bed when the superficial gas velocity reaches 
the minimum fluidization velocity (Umf). The bed starts to be fluidized and is regarded as 
an incipiently fluidized bed. At minimum fluidization velocity, the drag force on the 
particles from the upward gas equals the weight of the particles (Anantharaman et al., 
2018). 
The minimum fluidization velocity (Umf) is one of the most significant parameters in the 
fluidized bed because it identifies where all particles can be suspended. It is also 
worthwhile for the industry because higher Umf usually stands for more expansive cost on 
energy to make the particles suspended. There are many equations to predict Umf and 
abundant work has been done about its correlations (Anantharaman et al., 2018).  
With the increase of the superficial gas velocity, the regime enters the smooth or 
particulate fluidization. The range of the superficial gas velocity for this regime is 
between the minimum fluidization velocity, Umf, and the minimum bubbling velocity, 
Umb. At the particulate fluidization, the gas and solids are completely mixed, and they can 
be treated as a homogeneous system in the modeling work (Ge & Li, 2002; Ghadirian & 
Arastoopour, 2016). Besides, although the superficial gas velocity is relatively low, the 
bed expansion can reach a high level at this regime. 
Continuously increasing the gas velocity to the minimum bubbling velocity, Umb, the 
bubbles start to appear, and the agitation of fluidized bed comes to be violent and the 
movement of solids becomes vigorous (Kunii & Levenspiel, 1991). This regime is called 
as bubbling or aggregative fluidization. In recent years, much research in this regime was 
about bubble behaviors (Khodabandehlou et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2019). The height of 
the bed at this regime becomes lower than at the particulate fluidization regime (Kunii & 
Levenspiel, 1991).  
The regime then enters the turbulent fluidization as the superficial gas velocity increases. 
The key difference between bubbling fluidization regime and turbulent fluidization 
regime is the shape and size of the bubbles. In turbulent fluidized beds, bubbles are no 
longer regularly shaped. Various gas-phase catalytic reactions, such as maleic anhydride 
production, employ turbulent fluidized beds because of its high gas throughput and 
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vigorous mixing between gas and solids (Bi et al., 2000). Most of the research on the 
turbulent fluidization was related to the transition velocity from bubbling fluidization 
regime to turbulent fluidization regime (Wang et al., 2020; Rim & Lee, 2016).  
As the gas velocity continues to increase, the regime becomes fast fluidization. Then 
continuing to increase gas velocity, the solids cannot form a bed and they are transported 
out by the gas, and this regime is called pneumatic conveying.  
Wang et al. (2020) mentioned that the gas-solid fluidized beds can be classified into two 
categories, conventional fluidized bed and circulating fluidized bed. Particulate, 
bubbling, and turbulent fluidization regimes are classified into conventional fluidized 
beds because the solids can stay in the fluidized bed. For the circulating fluidized bed, the 
particles are circulated between the riser and the down comer. Fast fluidization and 
pneumatic conveying belong to the category of circulating fluidized beds. 
2.2 Geldart Classification 
Geldart (1973) classified the particles into four categories according to their fluidization 
behaviors in the air at the ambient pressure and temperature conditions, as shown in 
Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2 Geldart powder classification (Geldart, 1973) 
Group A are called aeratable powders and the typical average size is usually 30-100 μm 
in diameter. Group A powders have an outstanding ability on fluidization, including the 
low minimum fluidization velocity, high bed expansion, small and more uniform bubble 
size, large dense phase voidage, etc. Therefore, Group A powders are extensively utilized 
in the engineering field. Besides, particulate fluidization is a unique fluidization regime 
and only Group A powders have this regime (Geldart, 1973). 
Before entering the bubbling fluidization regime, the typical Group A powders 
experience the stage of the bubbling free (quiescent), which is the regime of the 
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particulate fluidization. In this regime, the bed expansion is homogenous (Pandit et al., 
2006), and can be expanded to a considerably high level as shown in Figure 2.3. 
 
Figure 2.3 Typical curve of the bed expansion for Group A powders (Geldart, 1986) 
The superficial gas velocity is recorded as the minimum bubbling velocity, Umb, where 
the height of the bed reaches the peak value. That bed height is where the bubbles start 
coming out, recorded as Hmb (Geldart, 1986). When the superficial gas velocity exceeds 
Umb, the height of the bed comes lower because with the increase of the superficial gas 
velocity, the dense phase voidage is reduced faster than the increase of the bubble holdup 
(Geldart, 1986). Furthermore, the dense phase voidage for Group A powders can reach 
0.60 to 0.65 before the regime enters the bubbling fluidization (Donsì & Massimilla, 
1973). 
Group B powders are bubble readily and the typical particle size is around 100-800 μm in 
diameter. After the gas velocity is beyond the minimum fluidization velocity, Umf, Group 
B powders will directly go into the bubbling fluidization without the particulate 
fluidization, which is a typical regime for Group A powders. 
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Group D particles are called spoutable powders and the typical particle size is larger than 
800 μm in diameter. The fluidization behaviors of Group B and Group D powders are 
imperfect since during the fluidization, the large bubbles are generated and the contact 
between gas and solids is worse than Group A powders. Like Group B powders, there is 
no particulate fluidization for Group D powders and they directly come into the bubbling 
fluidization regime after the superficial gas velocity exceeds the minimum fluidization 
velocity, Umf. Therefore, for Group B and D powders, Umf is equal to Umb. 
Group C is cohesive powders and the typical average particle size is below 30 μm in 
diameter. Because of the small particle size, the interparticle forces of Group C are strong 
and agglomeration can be easily generated. Traditionally, Group C powders are not 
suitable for fluidization operations and there is a challenge to fluidize Group C powders 
because of the high cohesion. However, recent research has found that nanoparticles can 
modify the fluidization quality of Group C. Modified Group C powder has an excellent 
performance on bed expansion, which even can reach 1.4 times of Group A powder 
(Zhou & Zhu, 2019). After nanoparticle modification, Group C powders become easier to 
be fluidized like Group A powders and the minimum fluidization velocity of Group C 
powders decreases (Han et al., 2019). 
2.3 Interparticle Forces  
Interparticle forces play a significant role in fluidization behaviors, especially for Group 
A and C powders (Zhu, 2003).  
Three interparticle forces are commonly considered in the fluidized bed, the Van der 
Waals force, the capillary force, and the electrostatic force (Visser, 1989). 
Van der Waals force is a collective term that contains the dipole/dipole, dipole/non-polar, 
and non-polar/non-polar forces among molecules (Seville et al., 2000). Van der Waals 
force is vigorously influenced by the size of the particles and comes to be strong when 
the particles are close enough (Li & Kato, 2001). For ideal spherical particles, Van der 
Waals force can be calculated by equation 2.1 (Hamaker, 1937). 
10 
 
𝐹𝑉𝑤 = 
𝐴𝑅
12𝛼2
                                                    (2.1) 
However, usually, particles are not the perfect spheres. The roughness and the shape of 
particles also can influence Van der Waals force. 
The capillary force is generated by the spontaneous liquid condensation from surrounding 
gas on the particle surface and a ‘liquid bridge’ is formed between neighboring particles 
(Rabinovich et al., 2005). The size of fine particle and relative humidity in the fluidized 
bed play important roles in the capillary force (Li & Kato, 2001). Seville et al. (2000) 
found that the capillary force between particles is raised because of the lower porosity 
and higher humidity in the fluidized bed. 
In addition to Van der Waals force and capillary force, electrostatic force also should be 
considered. The generation of electrostatic force could occur because of the collisions of 
the particle to particle or particle to the wall of the container (Cross, 1987). The relative 
humidity of the gas, the superficial gas velocity, and the size of coarse particles can affect 
the electrostatic force between particles (Li & Kato, 2001). The electrostatic force will be 
declined with an increase in the relative humidity of the gas or a decrease in the gas 
velocity (Li & Kato, 2001). 
Therefore, in the fluidized bed, there are many factors can affect the interparticle forces, 
including the size of the particle, the particle size distribution (PSD), the roughness of 
particle surface, the shape of the particle, the particle density, the relative humidity, the 
superficial gas velocity, etc.  
Strong interparticle forces can lead to many fluidized characteristics, especially for Group 
C powders, such as agglomeration and channeling.  
Zhou and Li (1999) discovered that the form of agglomeration is difficult to prevent at 
the high superficial gas velocity for Group C powders. Mckeen and Pugsley (2003) found 
that in computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling, to achieve a good correlation 
between the experimental and modeling results, FCC particles with a mean diameter in 
75 μm (Group A powder) needs an agglomerate diameter in 135 to 170 μm. Particle 
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agglomeration is caused by strong interparticle forces, which are determined by many 
factors as mentioned before. 
Group C powders do not have the regime of the particulate fluidization and the extreme 
channeling occurs at low superficial gas velocity possibly also because of strong 
interparticle forces (Donsì & Massimilla, 1973).  
Xu et al. (2009) used two models, the asperities-contact model and the sandwich-contact 
model, to explain that introducing finer particles into cohesive powders can greatly 
reduce the interparticle forces. Much recent research has found that nanoparticle 
modification can significantly decrease the cohesion and improve the fluidization quality 
of Group C powders, which may be attributed to the decrease of the interparticle forces 
(Han et al., 2019; Zhou & Zhu, 2019). 
In addition to the study on reducing the interparticle forces for cohesive powders, some 
research has been done on increasing the interparticle forces for Group B powders. 
Mclaughlin and Rhodes (2001) added the small amount of non-volatile, Newtonian 
liquids into the Group B powders and the fluidized bed then could get the homogeneous 
expansion. There is a transition of fluidization characteristics from Group B powders to 
Group A powders by imposing the interparticle forces (Pandit et al., 2006). 
2.4 Fine Content and Particle Size Distribution 
In the fluidized bed reactors, the content of fine particles and the particle size distribution 
(PSD) play important roles in the operation and the performance (Sun & Grace, 1990). 
For Group A powders, after increasing the content of fine particles, there is an 
enhancement of reaction conversion in a fluidized bed reactor because more gas enters 
dense phase instead of bubble phase (Yates & Newton, 1986). Rowe et al. (1978) utilized 
X-Ray photography technology and got the conclusion that dense phase voidage would 
increase after increasing the content of fine particles. That conclusion matched the results 
tested by another technology, bed collapse (Barreto et al., 1983).  
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The increase in the content of fine particles also can change the average particle diameter. 
In order to eliminate the effects of the change in average particle diameter, the 
experiment designed by Sun and Grace (1990) is shown in Figure 2.4.  
 
Figure 2.4 Three types of particle size distribution (Sun & Grace, 1990) 
In that experiment, the particle size distributions were classified into three types: wide, 
bimodal, and narrow. Meanwhile, these three powders had nearly the same average 
particle diameter in 60 μm (Group A powders). It was found that in the reaction of ozone 
decomposition, the wide PSD type has the highest efficiency on the reaction, while the 
narrow PSD type has the lowest one. Therefore, fine particles have effects on the quality 
of fluidization even if there is no change in the mean particle diameter (Sun & Grace, 
1990). 
Besides, the determination of the average particle diameters is necessary to predict the 
quality of the fluidization (Lettieri et al., 2002). Zhang et al. (2019) found that FCC-32 
has a better ability on the bed expansion than FCC-100, and after nanoparticle 
modification, FCC-32 + 0.44% (volume fraction) nanoparticle can have a further 
improvement on bed expansion. Meanwhile, the reaction conversion of ozone 
decomposition is extraordinary for 0.44% nanoparticle modified FCC-32. These 
improvements may be attributed to the decrease of the mean particle size, which can 
provide higher gas holdup and larger interfacial area into the fluidized bed (Zhang et al., 
2019).  
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2.5 Chapter Summary 
For Group A powders, there is a unique fluidization regime, the particulate fluidization. 
In this regime, the Group A powders can be treated as homogeneous and can be expanded 
to a high level.  
The reason that the particulate fluidization is only for Group A powders may be attributed 
into the appropriate interparticle forces. For Group C powders, strong interparticle forces 
make them difficult to be fluidized and agglomeration and channeling can happen during 
the operation. Some technology can reduce the interparticle forces for Group C powders, 
such as nanoparticle modification. The quality of fluidization can be improved for 
modified Group C powders. For Group B powders, some research has found that Group 
B powders could obtain the fluidization characterizes of Group A by imposing the extra 
interparticle forces.  
The increase in the content of fine particles can affect the interparticle forces. Some 
experiments indicated that for Group A powders, there is an improvement in reaction 
conversion after the increase of fine content because more gas goes into the dense phase. 
For Group A powders, particle size distribution can affect the behavior of fluidization and 
wide PSD type is the best on the quality of fluidization.  
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Chapter 3  
3 Experimental Apparatus and Methodologies 
3.1 Experimental Apparatus 
The experimental apparatus was designed by Ph.D. candidate, Yandy Zhou, in my 
research group. It consists of a wind box, a distributor, a column (made by clear 
plexiglass), and a powder collection bag, as shown in Figure 3.1.  
 
Figure 3.1 (a) experimental apparatus (b) schematic diagram 
The column is a cylindrical vessel with a height of 45.7 cm. The diameter of the column 
is 5.08 cm and the cross-sectional area is 20.3 cm2. There is a scale (the minimum range 
is 1 mm) on the outer wall of the column for measuring the height of the bed.  
The distributor is fixed between the column and the wind box. The distributor was made 
by the sintered plate. The gas can flow into the column evenly through the wind box and 
the distributor. 
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The flow rate of the gas is measured by the rotameter before the gas enters the wind box. 
In the experiments, three rotameters in different ranges were used, including 25-250 
mL/min, 0.3-3.0 L/min, and 5-15 L/min.  
Along the column, the metal tubes are distributed to connect with the pressure transducer. 
In the experiment, the pressure drop across the entire bed was tested. The pressure 
transducer used in the experiment is produced by National Instruments. Raw data 
obtained by transducer was voltage data, which needed to be transformed into pressure 
data. 10,000 voltage data were recorded in 10 seconds and the average voltage was used 
to calculate pressure drop.  
At the top of the column, there is a powder collection bag, which can reduce the loss of 
powder and the pollution to the environment during the experiment. Behind the column, a 
lamp is used to effectively weaken the interference of outside light and support the 
observation of bed height. 
In the experiments, the bed expansion, the pressure drops across the entire bed, and the 
bed collapse was measured in the fluidized bed. Important parameters like the minimum 
fluidization velocity, the bed expansion ratio, and the dense phase expansion ratio were 
analyzed to evaluate the ability of fluidization. 
3.2 Experimental Methodology 
3.2.1 Minimum Fluidization Velocity Test 
The minimum fluidization velocity (Umf) is a crucial parameter in the fluidized bed. At 
the minimum fluidization velocity, all particles in the bed start to be suspended by the 
gas. The pressure drop across the entire bed is the same with the weight of the bed per 
unit cross area (Wu & Baeyens, 1991), and comes to be a constant with the increase of 
superficial gas velocity (Xu & Zhu, 2008). In the experiment, the data of pressure 
transducer was collected by decreasing the superficial gas velocity. 
Normalized pressure drop is defined as the ratio of the tested pressure drop Ptest to the 
weight of the bed per unit cross area, as shown in equation 3.1. 
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𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝 =  
𝑃𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝑃𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑦
 =  
𝑃𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝑊/𝑆
                (3.1) 
Normalized pressure drop can reflect the status of particles in the fluidized bed. In theory, 
if the value of normalized pressure drop is closer to 1, more particles are fluidized in the 
bed and the quality of fluidization is better. 
In the experiment, the minimum fluidization velocity (Umf) was identified by plotting the 
graph of normalized pressure drop as a function of the superficial gas velocity, as shown 
in Figure 3.2.  
 
Figure 3.2 The method to identify the minimum fluidization velocity 
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Points where normalized pressure drop is less than 0.8 shows a good linear relationship. 
These points are selected to make a linear trendline and the intercept is set as zero. 
Another trendline is made by the points where the bed is totally fluidized. The x-
coordinate of the intersection of two trendlines is the minimum fluidization velocity. The 
minimum fluidization velocity for FCC-76 obtained from Figure 3.2 is 0.161 cm/s. 
3.2.2 Bed Expansion Test 
Bed expansion Ratio (BER) is the ratio of the height of bed at operation conditions to the 
initial height of the fixed bed, as shown in equation 3.2. 
BER = 
𝐻𝑓
𝐻𝑜
                                                     (3.2) 
For all powders used in the experiments, the initial heights (Ho) were kept 15.5 ± 1cm in 
the column. Every height of fluidized bed (Hf) was measured repeatedly in each 
experiment.  
3.2.3 Bed Collapse Test 
The bed collapse technology is an effective method to determine the behaviors of the 
dense phase at the fluidized bed. The bed collapse is operated under the conditions where 
the particles can be fully fluidized. For Group A powders, when the supply of the gas is 
suddenly shut off, the fluidized bed will experience three stages: the bubble escape stage, 
the hindered sedimentation stage, and the consolidation stage (Zhang et al., 2019), as 
shown in Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3 Typical bed collapse curve for Group A powders (Bruni et al., 2006) 
At the t0, the gas is suddenly shut off. The bubble escape stage is a quick collapse and 
takes a very short time since the density of bubbles is low and can leave rapidly. In the 
stage of the hindered sedimentation, the gas from the dense phase leaves slowly but 
uniformly. 
During the bed collapse test, the height of the bed was recorded by a digital camera. The 
bed height as function of time can be utilized to calculate the dense phase height (Hd) in 
the fluidized bed under specific operation conditions. The sedimentation stage shows 
great linear relationship with time, and the height of the dense phase (Hd) is obtained by 
extrapolating the line of the hindered sedimentation back to time t0 (Zhang et al., 2019).  
The ratio of the dense phase height at operation conditions to the initial height of the 
fixed bed is recorded as the dense phase expansion ratio (DER), as shown in equation 3.3. 
DER = 
𝐻𝑑
𝐻𝑜
                                                     (3.3) 
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3.3 Analytic Equipment 
3.3.1 Laser Particle Size Analyzer  
Particle size distribution (PSD) was tested by the BT-9300S laser particle size analyzer 
produced from BAITE INSTRUMENTS LIMITED, China. 
The values of D10, D50, D90 are displayed on the report obtained by this analyzer, and they 
can also be easily read in the PSD graph. The graph of PSD is plotted based on the 
volume fraction, as shown in Figure 4.2. 
3.3.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy 
A Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) (SU3500) produced from Hitachi Limited 
(Tokyo, Japan) was employed to obtain the images of particulate surfaces. 
3.3.3 Avalanche Angle Tester 
Avalanche angle (AVA) is the largest angle before the avalanche occurs when the 
powder is rotated in a cylindrical drum, as shown in Figure 3.4.  
 
Figure 3.4 The schematic diagram of AVA tester (Krantz et al., 2009) 
The tester of AVA is Revolution Powder Analyzer manufactured by Mercury Scientific 
Inc. In the experiment, 120mL powder was placed into the drum and kept rotated at low 
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velocity until 200 times avalanche occurred. Average AVA (200 trails of avalanche) was 
used to represent the powder flowability under a semi-dynamic state. Generally, larger 
AVA represents the worse the flowability.  
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Chapter 4  
4 Particulate Process Methods and Materials 
4.1 Particulate Process Methods 
Two types of sieves were used during powder preparation, and they are ultrasonic sieves 
and general sieves. Ultrasonic sieves were used to obtain finer particles, while general 
sieves with suitable sieving opens were used to mix two types of particles into the target 
powder mixture.  
Ultrasonic sieves are supplied by HK Technologies and general sieves are produced by 
VWR International LLC., as shown in Figure 4.1. 
 
Figure 4.1 (a) ultrasonic sieve (b) general sieve 
To make the additive and base powder well mixed, all mixtures were sieved by suitable 
general sieves three times. For example, FCC-76 with SiO2-5 was sieved through a 
general sieve with the opening sieve in 106 microns. Sand 156 with GB-6 was sieved by 
a general sieve with opening sieve in 180 microns. General sieving was chosen as the 
mixing method rather than a mechanical mixer because the agglomeration of additives 
could be seriously caused by the mechanical mixer. 
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4.2 Particulate Materials 
4.2.1 Base Powders 
FCC-76 is marked as base powder because all experimental results were mainly 
compared with FCC-76 virgin. FCC-51 was obtained from the industry and it is spent 
catalyst from FCC units. In the experiment FCC-76 was separated from FCC-51. The 
method to obtain the FCC-76 and FCC-mix is illustrated in Figure 4.2.  
 
Figure 4.2 The method to obtain FCC-76 and FCC-mix 
Through an ultrasonic sieve with sieve opening in 45 microns, FCC-51 was separated 
into two groups of particles. For particles that did not pass 45 microns ultrasonic sieve, 
D50 is 76 microns, which was recorded as FCC-76. For particles that passed 45 microns 
ultrasonic sieve, D50 is 45 microns. These particles were continuously sieved through an 
ultrasonic sieve with the sieve opening in 25 microns. For particles that passed 25 
microns ultrasonic sieve, D50 is 20 microns and was recorded as FCC-20. All FCC-76 and 
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FCC-20 were well mixed through a general sieve with sieve opening in 106 microns to 
obtain a new sample, which was recorded as FCC-mix. 
The PSDs of FCC-mix, FCC-51, and FCC-76 are different. Compared to FCC-51, FCC-
mix lacks numerous particles in 25 to 45 microns and these particles account for 32.7% 
volume fraction in FCC-51. Compared with FCC-76, FCC-mix owns more particles with 
the average particle size in 20 microns and those extra particles account for 18.7% 
volume fraction in FCC-mix. These three powders are compared to study the effects of 
PSD on fluidization quality on Chapter 5. 
The particle size distribution (PSD) of FCC-51 is shown in Figure 4.3. 
 
Figure 4.3 Particle size distribution of FCC-51 
4.2.2 Additives 
The content of FCC-20 was found to have effects on the fluidization quality of the base 
powder FCC-76 in Chapter 6, and it can be considered as self-additive because the 
material of fines is the same with the base powder.  
Based on that phenomena, the effects of additives made by other materials were 
examined in the experiments, and they are fused silica (SiO2-5), coal (Coal-15), and glass 
beads (GB-6). 
Particulate parameters of additives are shown in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1 Additives used in the experiment 
Additive D50 Shape 
Particle 
Density 
(kg/m3) 
Bulk Density 
(kg/m3) 
SiO2-5 4.94 Flake 300 101 
Coal-15 15.08 Irregular 1400 398 
GB-6 6.10 Spherical 2500 704 
Adding fine particles or additives into the base powder according to the volume fraction, 
which is defined by equation 4.1. 
𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =  = 
𝑚𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒/𝜌𝑝,𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 
𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑑𝑒𝑟/𝜌𝑝,𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑑𝑒𝑟 
                (4.1) 
Table 4.2 shows powders used in the experiments. 
Table 4.2 Powders used in the experiment 
Base Group Additive Group The Volume Fraction of Additive (%) 
FCC-76 A 
FCC-20* C 0, 4, 8.5, 13.5, 22.6 
SiO2-5 C 0, 4, 8.5, 13.5, 22.6 
Coal-15 C 0, 3, 6.2, 10 
GB-6 C 0, 4, 8.5, 13.5 
Sand-156 B GB-6 C 0, 5, 10, 15 
GB-39 C/A GB-6* C 0, 5, 10, 15 
FCC-mix A - - - 
FCC-51 A - - - 
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The additives with “*” can be considered as self-additives because their materials are the 
same as the base powders. 
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Chapter 5  
5 Effects of Particle Size Distribution 
5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, the effects of particle size distribution (PSD) are studied by investigating 
the fluidization quality of three different powders with different PSD, including FCC-51, 
FCC-76, and FCC-mix. 
FCC-51 could be seen as the powder with full particle size distribution. FCC-76 is short 
of particles smaller than 45 microns. FCC-mix is the powder lacking particles with a 
particle size between 20 and 45 microns. 
5.2 Effects on Umf and AVA 
Figure 5.1 shows the values on Umf and avalanche angle (AVA) for FCC-mix, FCC-51, 
and FCC-76. 
 
Figure 5.1 The influence of PSD on Umf and AVA 
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For Umf, FCC-76 has the highest value while FCC-mix has the lowest one. For these three 
powders, the rank of fine particles content (≤ 20 μm) from high to low is FCC-mix, FCC-
51, and then FCC-76. It refers that if increasing the content of fine particles, Umf for 
Group A powder will be decreased, and it will be easier to fluidize.  
Compared with FCC-76, numerous FCC-20 were added into FCC-mix. PSD of FCC-mix 
is extended, which probably is another reason that FCC-mix has a lower Umf. The reason 
may be attributed into that wider PSD enhances interparticle forces and lead to more 
uniform and stable fluidization. Another probably reason is that wider PSD has a lower 
bulk density, which can be more easily suspended at lower superficial gas velocity. 
The value on avalanche angle (AVA) can reflect the powder flowability. Higher AVA 
means worse flowability. FCC-76 has the lowest AVA value while FCC-mix has the 
highest one. It was expected that for Group A powders, lower content of fine particles 
can make the flowability better.  
Therefore, particle size distribution (PSD) can affect the fluidization behaviors. FCC-mix 
can be fluidized easily because of the presence of fine particles. Meanwhile, higher 
content of fine particles makes Group A powders have a worse flowability. 
5.3 Effects on Bed Expansion 
Figure 5.2 shows the relationship between superficial gas velocity and bed expansions for 
FCC-51, FCC-mix, and FCC-76. 
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Figure 5.2 The influence of PSD on bed expansion 
At the low superficial gas velocity, BER enhances rapidly as the superficial gas velocity 
increases, and it reaches the peak value at the minimum bubbling velocity Umb, 0.90 cm/s. 
Continuously increasing the superficial gas velocity, BER gradually decreases and then 
comes into a plateau stage. The reason why BER decreases when the superficial gas 
velocity exceeds Umb is gas quickly escapes in the form of bubbles. 
The trends of BER curves for FCC-51, FCC-mix, and FCC-76 are same. It refers that for 
Group A powders, the scarcity of fine particles (≤ 20 μm) or particles in 25 to 45 microns 
does not affect the trend of the bed expansion. 
The abilities of bed expansion for these three powders show differences because of the 
different PSD. BER values of FCC-51 and FCC-mix differ little. Compared with FCC-
51, particles in 25 to 45 μm are inadequate for FCC-mix, which means the shortage of 
particles in that range can have limited influences on bed expansion for Group A powder.  
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Under any superficial gas velocities, FCC-76 has the lowest values on BER compared 
with FCC-mix and FCC-51. The difference between FCC-76 and the other two powders 
is lacking particles smaller than 45 microns. Because particles in 25 to 45 μm have a 
limited effect on BER, lacking fine particles (≤ 20 μm) would weaken the ability of bed 
expansion for Group A powder. 
The peak values of FCC-mix and FCC-76 are separately 1.61 and 1.43. There is an 
11.2% decrease on the peak value because of lacking fine particles (≤ 20 μm). At the high 
superficial gas velocity, on the plateau stage, the average BER values of FCC-mix and 
FCC-76 are separately 1.49 and 1.30, which means there is a 12.8% decrease because of 
lacking fine particles. 
The reason why FCC-mix and FCC-51 have better bed expansion ability may be 
attributed into that wider PSD makes the particles have enhance interparticle forces. 
During fluidization, for FCC-mix and FCC-51, there is more gas hold into fluidized bed 
because of strong interparticle force. 
Therefore, PSD has significant effects on bed expansion for Group A powders: 
1) The supplement of fine particles (≤ 20 μm) does not change the trend of BER 
curves.  
2) The shortage of particles in 25-45 μm has little effect on bed expansion. 
3) Lacking fine particles can weaken the ability of bed expansion.  
5.4 Effects on Dense Phase Expansion 
Figure 5.3 shows how dense phase expansion ratio changes with the increase of the 
superficial gas velocity.  
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Figure 5.3 The effects of PSD on dense phase expansion ratio 
For these three powders, FCC-51, FCC-76, FCC-mix, the trends of dense phase 
expansion ratio (DER) curves are similar to BER curves, as shown in Figure 5.2. As 
superficial gas velocity increases, there are also three stages: rapidly increase at low 
velocity and reach peak value, slowly decrease if continuously increase velocity, and then 
come into the plateau stage. Compared with the other two powders, FCC-76 has the 
lowest DER values at any superficial gas velocity. DER values for FCC-51 and FCC-mix 
are similar, which was expected that for Group A powders, the ability of bed expansion 
can reflect the ability of dense phase expansion. High bed expansion also means that high 
content of dense phase exists in the fluidized bed. 
The ability of dense phase expansion can be affected by PSD for Group A powders. 
Compared with FCC-51, many particles in 25 to 45 μm were removed from FCC-mix but 
the dense phase expansion ratio does not change obviously. However, compared with 
FCC-76, fine particles were added into FCC-mix, which has better performance on dense 
phase expansion. Under the same superficial gas velocity, if the content of the dense 
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phase is larger, the contact between gas and solids is better, which is ideal for the gas-
solid reactions. Therefore, for Group A powders, adding fine particles could have 
positive effects on the quality of fluidization.  
5.5 Chapter Summary  
In this chapter, three powders FCC-51, FCC-mix, and FCC-76 were used to study the 
effects of PSD on the fluidization ability for Group A powders.  
FCC-mix maintains numerous fine particles (≤ 20 μm) while FCC-76 does not. 
Compared with FCC-76, FCC-mix is easier to fluidize with the low Umf. FCC-mix shows 
the best behavior on the bed expansion and dense phase expansion because of the highest 
content of fine particles.  
FCC-mix is short of many particles in 25-45 μm while FCC-51 keeps. The lack of 
particles in 25-45 μm has a limit influence on the ability of fluidization for Group A 
powders. The differences in Umf, BER, and DER between FCC-mix and FCC-51 are 
little.  
Besides, PSD can affect the flowability of Group A powders. It is expected that more fine 
particles will make worse flowability.  
In summary, PSD has significant effects on the fluidization ability and flowability for 
Group A powders and adding fine particles (≤ 20 μm) into Group A powders can improve 
the fluidization ability.  
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Chapter 6  
6 Effects of Fine Content 
6.1 Introduction 
PSD has significant effects on fluidization behaviors of Group A powders, especially the 
part of fine particles (≤ 20 μm). In this chapter, the effects of fine content will be 
discussed in detail. Different contents (volume fraction) of FCC-20 were well mixed with 
base powder FCC-76. The volume fraction of FCC-20 includes 0%, 4.0%, 8.5, 13.5%, 
and 22.6%.  
6.2 Effects on Umf and AVA 
Figure 6.1 shows how fine content affects the pressure drop across the entire fluidized 
bed.  
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Figure 6.1 The effects of fine content on the normalized pressure drop 
For Group A powders, as the superficial gas velocity increases, the normalized pressure 
drop will linearly increase until it closes to 1, which means all particles in the bed can be 
fully fluidized.  
At the low superficial gas velocity (˂ 0.15 cm/s), fine content has significant effects on 
the quality of fluidization. Under the same superficial gas velocity, powders with higher 
fine content have higher normalized pressure drop, which means more particles are 
fluidized in the bed. At the high superficial gas velocity (˃ 0.40 cm/s), all powders with 
different fine contents can be well fluidized because the normalized pressure drops of all 
powders are over 0.96.  
Figure 6.2 shows how fine content affects Umf and AVA. 
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Figure 6.2 The effects of fine content on Umf and AVA 
As the fine content increases, Umf becomes smaller and FCC-76 with 22.6% FCC-20 has 
the lowest Umf. Adding 4.0% FCC-20 can make Umf drop significantly. Compared with 
FCC-76 base, there is a 21.7% decrease in Umf for FCC-76 with 4.0% FCC-20. There is 
no obvious difference in Umf for adding 4.0%, 8.5%, and 13.5% FCC-20, although it still 
continuously decreases.  
With the increase of the fine content, the trend of AVA variation is opposite to Umf. 
Increasing the volume fraction of FCC-20 in FCC-76, AVA increases, which was 
expected because higher fine content can make the flowability of Group A powders 
worse. 
Therefore, higher fine content in Group A powders can make it easier to fluidize and 
have worse flowability.  
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6.3 Effects on Bed Expansion 
Figure 6.3 shows how the fine content affects bed expansion. 
 
Figure 6.3 The effects of the fine content on bed expansion 
As the superficial gas velocity increases (beyond Umf), BER increases rapidly and quickly 
reaches the peak value, the maximum BER. Continuously increasing the superficial gas 
velocity, BER slowly decreases and eventually comes into the plateau stage. Different 
fine contents do not change the trend of BER curves in the experimental range and the 
peak values are obtained at 0.90 cm/s (Umb). 
For FCC-76 with 22.6% FCC-20, the average BER at the plateau stage can reach 1.49, 
while for FCC-76 base, it is only 1.30. After adding 22.6% FCC-20, the average BER at 
the plateau stage increases14.6%. Besides, for FCC-76 base, the peak value of BER is 
1.43, while for FCC-76 with 22.6% FCC-20, it is 1.61, which increases 12.6%. 
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Figure 6.4 compares the effects of the fine content on BER at different superficial gas 
velocities. 
 
Figure 6.4 Comparison of the effects of fine content on BER at different Ug 
There is a good linear relationship between fine content and BER. BER increases with 
the increase of the fine content at the same superficial gas velocity. Besides, higher 
superficial gas velocity does not necessarily lead to higher BER for Group A powders. 
In summary, fine content can affect the ability of bed expansion. The trend of BER 
curves and Umb do not change with the increase of the fine content. At the same 
superficial gas velocity, the fine content and the ability of bed expansion shows a good 
linear relationship that higher fine content will lead to higher BER.  
6.4 Effects on Dense Phase Expansion 
Figure 6.5 shows how fine content affects the dense phase expansion. 
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Figure 6.5 The effects of fine content on dense phase expansion at specific Ug 
At the same superficial gas velocity, with the increase of fine content, the overall DER 
will tend to increase. Increasing fine content from 0% to 8.5%, DER will enhance 
quickly, while continuously increasing fine content, the enhancement of DER is not 
obvious. When the superficial gas velocity is 0.9 cm/s, compared with FCC-76 base, 
DER can be improved by 13.7% if adding 8.5% FCC-20. While compared with FCC-76 
with 8.5% FCC-20, DER for FCC-76 with 22.6% FCC-20 is higher, but it is only 
improved by 3.27%. Therefore, a small amount of fine content has a great impact on 
DER. 
When fine content is the same, at the different superficial gas velocity, the ability of 
dense phase expansion differs. Compared with BER shown in Figure 6.4, when the 
superficial gas velocity is 0.90 cm/s, both performances on bed expansion and dense 
phase expansion are the best than other velocities. However, although the ability of bed 
expansion at 12.32 cm/s is better than at 0.57 cm/s, it is opposite for the ability of dense 
phase expansion. The reason is that at 12.32 cm/s, more gas exists in the form of bubbles 
in the fluidized bed and bed height is lift due to bubbling. When the gas throughput 
suddenly shuts off, the gas will escape quickly as the form of the bubble. Therefore, the 
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ability of dense phase expansion at high superficial gas velocities is worse than it at lower 
velocities. 
6.5 Chapter Summary  
Fine content can impact the ability of fluidization for Group A powders: 
1) Higher fine content can decrease Umf. 
2) Higher fine content makes flowability worse based on the data of AVA. 
3) Fine content does not change the trend of bed expansion curves and the minimum 
bubbling velocity, Umb. 
4) At the same superficial gas velocity, powders with higher fine content have better 
performance on bed expansion and dense phase expansion. 
5) High superficial gas velocity can make the dense phase expansion weak because 
the gas escapes quickly in the form of bubbles. 
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Chapter 7  
7 Effects of Additives 
7.1 Introduction 
In the last chapter, fine content benefits the fluidization ability of base powder FCC-76. 
Therefore, fine powders could be recognized as additives, which can affect the 
fluidization ability of base powder. 
In this chapter, SiO2-5, Coal-15, and GB-6 as fine powder additives are studied. The 
effects of these additives on Umf, bed expansion, and dense phase expansion are 
illustrated in detail. 
7.2 Effects on Umf and AVA 
Figure 7.1 shows the influence of the content of additives SiO2-5 on Umf and AVA.  
 
Figure 7.1 The effects of SiO2-5 additive on Umf and AVA Coal-15 
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In Figure 7.1, with the increase of the content of SiO2-5, AVA of mixed powder increases 
and the flowability of mixtures becomes worse, which was expected because more 
content of fine powders can result in worse flowability. Umf decreases as the SiO2-5 
content increases, which means increasing the content of additive SiO2-5 can make the 
mixture easier to be fluidized. After adding 13.5% SiO2-5, there is a 28.8% decrease on 
Umf compared with FCC-76 base. 
Figure 7.2 shows the influence of the content of additives Coal-15 on Umf and AVA.  
 
Figure 7.2 The effects of Coal-15 additive on Umf and AVA 
In Figure 6.2, like SiO2-5, with the increase of the content of Coal-15, AVA of mixed 
powder increases. However, Coal-15 additives have a limit effect on Umf, and after 
adding 10% Coal-15, Umf can be slightly decreased.  
Figure 7.3 shows how the content of GB-6 affects Umf. 
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Figure 7.3 The effects of GB-6 on Umf 
The trend of Umf variation with the increase of GB-6 content shows the difference with 
the other two additives. As the content of GB-6 increases, Umf increases, which is 
opposite to SiO2-5 and Coal-15 additives in the experimental range. After adding GB-6 
additive, the mixture becomes difficult to be fluidized, which is also reflected in the bed 
expansion of FCC-76 with GB-6 at low superficial gas velocity. Umf of FCC-76 base is 
0.16 cm/s, while it becomes 1.55 cm/s for FCC-76 with 13.5% GB-6, which is an 8.69-
time increase. 
Therefore, different additives have different effects on Umf. For SiO2-5, Umf will decrease 
as the content of additive increases and mixture will become easier to fluidize. For Coal-
15, the influence on Umf is limited when the content of Coal-15 is low. For GB-6, with the 
increase of content, Umf will increase and the mixture becomes more difficult to fluidize. 
But the trend of AVA variation remains the same for different additives. The increase of 
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additive content will make AVA increased and the flowability of the mixture becomes 
worse.  
7.3 Effects on Bed Expansion 
Figure 7.4 shows the effects of additives on bed expansion.  
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Figure 7.4 The effects of additives on bed expansion: (a) SiO2-5 (b) Coal-15 (c) GB-6 
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Figure 7.4 (a) shows that the trend of BER curves and Umb do not change after adding 
different contents of SiO2 -5 additive. The trend of BER is illustrated in Chapter 5 and 6. 
At the plateau stage, the ability of bed expansion can be ranked as FCC-76 with 13.5% 
SiO2-5 ˃ 22.6% ˃ 8.5% ˃ 4.0% ˃ 0% (base). It shows that there is a limitation in the 
content of SiO2-5 additive to improve the performance of bed expansion. Beyond that 
limitation, continuously increasing the content of SiO2-5 additive will make bed 
expansion become worse. Compared with FCC-76 base, there is a 19.4% improvement in 
average BER at the plateau stage for FCC-76 with 13.5% SiO2-5. 
Although the fluidization ability of FCC-76 with 22.6% SiO2-5 becomes weak at high 
superficial gas velocity, it still has the highest peak value, 1.66. Compared with FCC-76 
base, it increases 16.1%. Peak values for all mixtures are obtained at the same superficial 
gas velocity, the minimum bubbling velocity, 0.90 cm/s.  
Figure 7.4 (b) shows that the trend of BER curves and Umb do not change after adding 
different contents of Coal-15 additive.  
As the content of Coal-15 increases, the values of BER increase at the plateau stage. 
FCC-76 with 10% Coal-15 shows the best performance compared with other percentages 
of Coal-15 additive, however, the improvement is limited. For FCC-76 with 10% Coal-
15, the average BER at the plateau stage is 1.36, which improves by 4.62% compared 
with FCC-76 base. 
Figure 7.4 (c) shows that different contents of GB-6 have different effects on the trend of 
BER curves. 
Adding 4.0% GB-6 additive does not change the trend of BER curve and Umb. However, 
for FCC76 with 8.5% GB-6 and FCC-76 with 13.5% GB-6, BER curves show the 
difference. There are no peak values at low velocity for these two powders. Besides, 
during the experiment, at the low superficial gas velocity, the channeling could be 
observed for these two powders. With the increase of superficial gas velocity, the bed 
expansion gradually increases and reaches the plateau stage when the superficial gas 
velocity is beyond 6 cm/s. At the high superficial gas velocity, higher content of GB-6 
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can make the bed expansion better, which is the same with the other two additives. 
Therefore, the high content of GB-6 makes the mixture unique because they show some 
characteristics of Group C/A powders. 
Figure 7.5 compares the effects of SiO2-5 and Coal-15 on bed expansion.  
 
Figure 7.5 Comparison between SiO2-5 and Coal-15 
At the same superficial gas velocity, FCC-76 with 4.0% SiO2-5 and FCC-76 with 10% 
Coal -15 have similar abilities on bed expansion and FCC76 with 4.0% SiO2-5 has a 
higher bed expansion at Umb.  
The bed expansion ability of FCC-76 with 8.5% SiO2-5 is significantly better than FCC-
76 with 10% Coal-15. Compared with these two powders, the peak value of FCC-76 with 
8.5% SiO2-5 is 1.55, which is enhanced by 6.16% compared with FCC-76 with 10% 
Coal-15. Besides, at the plateau stage, FCC-76 with 8.5% SiO2-5 is 5.88% higher than 
FCC-76 with 10% Coal-15 on BER. Therefore, although both Coal-15 and SiO2-5 
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additives can improve the ability of bed expansion for Group A powders, the effects of 
SiO2-5 additive are much better. 
Figure 7.6 compares the effects of SiO2-5 and GB-6 on bed expansion.  
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Figure 7.6 Comparison between SiO2-5 and GB-6 additives (a) 4.0% (b) 8.5% (c) 
13.5% 
At high superficial gas velocity, both GB-6 and SiO2-5 additives have a good 
enhancement on bed expansion. At the high superficial gas velocity, the bed expansion 
ability for FCC-76 with 4.0% and 8.5% GB-6 is better than FCC-76 with the same 
content of SiO2-5. FCC-76 with 13.5% SiO2-5 is better than GB-6 but the difference is 
little. 
However, at low superficial gas velocity, the effects of SiO2-5 and GB-5 on bed 
expansion significantly differ and SiO2-5 is obviously better than GB-5. The peak value 
still exists after adding 4.0% GB-6 but there is just a little promotion compared with FCC 
base. If continuously adding more GB-6, the peak value will disappear as shown in 
Figure 7.6 (b) and (c). Therefore, when the operation condition is under low superficial 
gas velocity, GB-6 additive is not a good choice because high content of GB-6 will make 
the bed expansion worse. 
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Many possible reasons can cause different behaviors on the bed expansion after adding 
SiO2-5 and GB-6. For example, the roughness of particle surface, the shape of the 
particle, particle cohesion, particle density, bulk density, particle size distribution. Figure 
7.7 shows the surface of FCC-76 base and it with different additives. 
 
Figure 7.7 SEM for surficial FCC-76 with additives (a) base (b) 10% Coal-15 (c) 
13.5% SiO2-5 (d) 13.5% GB-6 
The particle density (apparent density) of SiO2-5 is 300 kg/m
3, while GB-6 is 2500 
kg/m3. Many GB-6 adhering on the surface of base powder will result in a large increase 
in the density of base powder, which probably is one of the reasons that GB-6 has bad 
effects on bed expansion. 
In summary, different additives have different effects on bed expansion. Higher content 
of SiO2-5 can have an obvious promotion, but Coal-15 just can have slight improvement 
under any superficial gas velocity. The effects of GB-6 differ with other two additives. At 
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low superficial gas velocity, high content of GB-6 will make the bed expansion worse 
and the peak value disappears. However, at high superficial gas velocity, GB-6 also can 
improve bed expansion and GB-6 additive shows difference on bed expansion may be 
attributed to many factors.  
7.4 Effects on Dense Phase Expansion 
Figure 7.8 shows how the content of additive affects dense phase expansion at different 
superficial gas velocities. 
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Figure 7.8 The effects of additives on dense phase expansion (a) SiO2-5 (b) Coal-15 
(c) GB-6 
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Four superficial gas velocities are chosen and three of them are at the plateau stage, 
including 5.75, 7.39, 12.32 cm/s. As shown in Figure 7.8, when the superficial gas 
velocity is high, where BER is at the plateau stage, with the increase of additive content, 
the ability of dense phase expansion increases.  
When the superficial gas velocity is 2.46 cm/s, the ability of dense phase expansion will 
enhance for SiO2-5 and Coal-15 additives with the increases of additive content. 
However, GB-6 shows the difference with other two additives. Low content of GB-6 will 
enhance the dense phase expansion, but higher content of GB-6 will make it worse, and 
even worse than FCC-76 base. 
7.5 Comparisons between SiO2-5 and FCC-20 
Based on the above discussion, SiO2-5 could be recognized as a good additive to modify 
the fluidization ability. In Chapter 5, fine content has important effects on the 
performance of fluidization, and FCC-20 is considered as a special self-additive. 
Figure 7.9 compares the difference on BER for FCC-76 with 13.5% FCC-20 and with 
13.5% SiO2-5. 
 
Figure 7.9 Comparisons of BER between FCC-20 and SiO2-5 
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Compared with FCC-76 base, both mixtures that adding additives can enhance the 
performance of bed expansion. But SiO2-5 has better effects than FCC-20 when the 
superficial gas velocity is beyond around 1 cm/s. At the very low superficial gas velocity, 
because BER is sensitive with superficial gas velocity, there is little difference in BER 
for different additive. Overall, FCC-76 with SiO2-5 is better than with FCC-20 on the 
performance of bed expansion. 
Figure 7.10 compares the maximum BER (peak value) for FCC-76 with different 
contents of FCC-20 and SiO2-5. 
 
Figure 7.10 Comparisons of maximum bed expansion for SiO2-5 and FCC-20 
With the increase of the content, both SiO2-5 and FCC-20 will increase the maximum 
BER, but the values for additive SiO2-5 are higher than self-additive FCC-20. The 
maximum BER of all mixtures are obtained at the same superficial gas velocity, which is 
the minimum bubbling velocity (Umb), 0.90 cm/s. Therefore, SiO2-5 could be a good 
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additive, which not only improves the ability of bed expansion but also does not affect 
the fluidization characteristics. 
Figure 7.11 compares the effects of SiO2-5 and FCC-20 on Umf and AVA. 
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Figure 7.11 Comparisons of effects of SiO2-5 and FCC-20 (a) Umf (b) AVA 
Figure 7.11 (a) shows that Umf decreases with the increase of the volume fraction of SiO2-
5 and FCC-20. At the same volume fraction of additive, Umf for FCC-76 with FCC-20 is 
lower except mixing with 22.6% volume fraction additive. Adding 22.6% SiO2-5 leads to 
smaller Umf but the difference between SiO2-5 and FCC-20 is limited. 
Figure 7.11 (b) compares the effects of SiO2-5 and FCC-20 on AVA. AVA increases as 
the volume fraction of additive increases. At the same volume fraction of additive, AVA 
FCC-76 with SiO2-5 is higher than FCC-76 with FCC-20. The difference in AVA value 
gradually increases as the volume fraction of the additive increases. Additive SiO2-5 has 
significant effects on decreasing powder flowability. 
Therefore, compared with FCC-20, additive SiO2-5 can effectively improve the ability of 
bed expansion. However, FCC-76 with FCC-20 is easier to fluidize and the flowability of 
FCC-76 with FCC-20 is better than with SiO2-5.  
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7.6 Chapter Summary  
Additives can affect the fluidization ability of Group A powders. Different additives have 
different influences. Compared with Coal-15 and GB-6, SiO2-5 shows better performance 
and can greatly improve the quality of fluidization.  
1) At the experimental range, the high content of SiO2-5 will decrease Umf. Coal-15 
has limited effects on Umf. However, the high content of GB-6 will result in a 
huge increase of Umf and make the mixture different to fluidize. The reason that 
why SiO2-5 can decrease Umf may be attributed into that the bulk density of the 
mixture decreases after adding SiO2-5. 
2) Compared with FCC-76 base, different contents of SiO2-5 and Coal-15 do not 
change the trend of BER curves and Umb. Low content of GB-6 also can remain 
the trend of BER curve, while the high content of GB-6 makes the peak value 
disappears.  
3) At the same additive content, SiO2-5 can provide better bed expansions than Coal-
15. GB-6 can show good improvement in bed expansion only at high superficial 
gas velocity. 
4) For SiO2-5 and Coal-15, with the increase of the additive content, the ability of 
dense phase expansion increases under any superficial gas velocities. However, 
higher content of GB-6 will make the dense phase expansion worse at low 
superficial gas velocity. 
The effects of different additives on fluidization quality differ probably because they 
have different effects on interparticle forces. For these three additives, all of them can 
enhance interparticle forces for Group A powders. But only mixtures with appropriate 
interparticle forces can show good fluidization quality, as exhibited by SiO2-5. GB-6 
makes the interparticle forces too strong to fluidize at low superficial gas velocity. 
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Chapter 8  
8 Effects of Base Powders 
Chapter 6 illustrates that different additives have great effects on the fluidization ability 
of FCC-76. This chapter discusses the effects of same additive (GB-6) on different base 
powders, including Group C/A powder (GB-39), Group A powder (FCC-76), and Group 
B powder (Sand-156). Glass beads are uniform spherical particles with stable average 
particle size, which are very suitable for fundamental research. 
8.1 Effects on Umf 
Figure 8.1 shows the effects of GB-6 content on Umf of GB-39, FCC-76, and Sand-156. 
 
Figure 8.1 The effects of GB-6 content on Umf of Sand-156 and FCC-76 
GB-6 additive has positive effects on Umf for Sand-156. With the increase of the GB-6 
additive content, Umf of Sand-156 will decrease. Compared with Sand-156 virgin, mixing 
with 15% GB-6 will make Umf decrease 49.8%, and it will become easier to fluidize. 
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However, more content of GB-6 additive will make FCC-76 and GB-39 become more 
difficult to fluidize. For FCC-76 and GB-39, as the GB-6 content increases, Umf of the 
mixture will increase. The effects of GB-6 on GB-39 are more dramatic than on FCC-76 
probably because the average particle size of GB-39 (as Group C/A powder) is smaller 
than FCC-76. 
8.2 Effects on Bed Expansion 
Figure 8.2 shows how GB-6 additive affects the bed expansion of GB-39 and Sand-156. 
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Figure 8.2 The effects of GB-6 on bed expansion for (a) GB-39 (b) Sand-156 
With the increase of the superficial gas velocity, the bed expansion ratio increases for 
both GB-39 and Sand-156, but the ability of expansion is clearly different. 
For GB-39, at the high superficial gas velocity, GB-6 additive has positive effects on bed 
expansion. Higher content of GB-6 leads to higher bed expansion.  
Sand-156, which belongs to Group B powders, is difficult to be expanded and cannot 
expand as high as Group A powders. After adding additive GB-6 can slightly modify that 
bad expansion ability, but the effects are limited. At the high superficial gas velocity, the 
bed expansion ratio can reach 1.20 for Sand-156 with 15% GB-6.  
Although the effects of additive are limited, the modification on bed expansion for Sand-
156 indicates that fine powder additives not only can modify Group A powders but also 
work on Group B powders. When Group B particles are fluidized, fine particle additives 
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can fill large particle intervals and increases interparticle forces, which probably is the 
reason that fine powder additives play a role in improving bed expansion of Group B 
powders. 
Figure 8.3 compares bed expansion abilities of FCC-76, GB-39, and FCC-76 with 13.5% 
GB-6. 
 
Figure 8.3 Comparisons of effects of GB-6 on FCC-76 and GB-39 
The behaviors of bed expansion for GB-39 and FCC-76 differ at low superficial gas 
velocity. For GB-39, there is no peak value, which is a typical characteristic for FCC-76. 
However, after mixing with 13.5% GB-6, the peak value no longer exists for FCC-76 and 
there are certain similarities on bed expansion behaviors between GB-39 and FCC-76 + 
13.5% GB-6. For these two powders, with the increase of superficial gas velocity, the bed 
expansion ratio slowly increases without peak value, and then the bed expansion ratio can 
reach high values at high superficial gas velocities. According to Geldart classification, 
FCC-76 belongs to Group A powders and GB-39 is more like Group C/A powder. FCC-
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76 with 13.5% GB-6 owns the fluidization characteristics of Group C/A Powders 
probably because interparticle forces become stronger after mixing with 13.5% GB-6. 
Figure 8.4 shows the effects of GB-6 content on the bed expansion for different Group 
powders.  
 
Figure 8.4 The effects of GB-6 content on bed expansion for different powders 
When the superficial gas velocity is 7.35 cm/s, as the increase of additive GB-6 content, 
the bed expansion increases for all types of powders, but the effects are different. In the 
experimental range, no matter how much content of additives is added, bed expansion 
ability of FCC-76 is the best and GB-39 is better than Sand-156. It refers that Group A 
powders have a better ability on bed expansion than Group C/A powders, and Group B 
powders have the worst one. 
In summary, additive GB-6 can modify the bed expansion abilities of different types of 
powders, but the effects differ according to different base powders. The bed expansion of 
sand-156, as Group B powder, can be slightly improved by additive, but the effects are 
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limited. As Group A powders, at high superficial gas velocities, the ability of bed 
expansion for FCC-76 can be obviously increased by adding additives. After mixing with 
a high content of GB-6, at low superficial gas velocities, bed expansion performances of 
FCC-76 are like GB-39, Group C/A powder, and the peak value disappears at the low 
superficial gas velocity.  
8.3 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, the effects of additive GB-6 on Umf and bed expansion for different base 
powders are studied.  
With the increase of GB-6 content, Umf of Sand-156 will greatly decrease, which is 
opposite to FCC-76 and GB-39. 
As Group B powder, Sand-156 virgin has a poor bed expansion ability. As the content of 
additive GB-6 increases, BER of Sand-156 will slightly increase although the effects are 
limited. As Group A powder, FCC-76 virgin owns a good bed expansion ability. But 
adding high content of GB-6 can make the bed expansion worse at low superficial gas 
velocity. The bed expansion curve of GB-39 is like FCC-76 with a high content of GB-6. 
There is no peak value at low superficial gas velocity and as the increase of gas velocity, 
BER slowly increases and it can reach high values at high gas velocity.  
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Chapter 9  
9 General Conclusions and Recommendations 
9.1 General Conclusions 
Fine particles (≤ 20 μm) or fine powder additives can have a significant effect on the 
quality of fluidization for Group A powders. In this project, the quality of fluidization is 
evaluated by three important parameters, the minimum fluidization velocity (Umf), the 
bed expansion ratio (BER), and the dense phase expansion ratio (DER). 
In the range of the experiment, for typical Group A powder, FCC-76, the fluidization 
quality is better if there is higher content of fine particles (FCC-20). The characteristics 
of FCC-76 with higher content of fine particles include lower Umf, which makes it easier 
to be fluidized, higher bed expansion and higher dense phase expansion, which means 
higher gas holdup in the fluidized bed. Additionally, the content of fine particles does not 
affect the trend of bed expansion curve with the increase of the superficial gas velocity. 
The peak value of the bed expansion for FCC with different fine contents can be obtained 
at the same superficial gas velocity, which is also the minimum bubbling velocity, Umb. 
Three fine powders SiO2-5, Coal-15, and GB-6 are treated as additives to investigate their 
effects on the quality of fluidization for FCC-76.  
Both Coal-15 and SiO2-5 can improve fluidization behaviors of FCC-76. Coal-15 have a 
limited effect on improvement of fluidization behaviors of FCC-76, but SiO2-5 is 
extraordinary, which could be a potential additive for Group A powders. After adding 
13.5% SiO2-5, bed expansion can reach 1.55 at the plateau stage, which enhances 19.4% 
compared with FCC-76 base. Besides, there is also a 10.3% improvement on DER and a 
28.8% decrease in Umf.  
GB-6 is unique because after adding high content of GB-6 into FCC-76, the mixture 
tends to have the characteristics of Group C/A powders. The peak value disappears, 
which means at the low superficial gas velocity, there is no particulate fluidization after 
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adding high content of GB-6. Meanwhile, the minimum fluidization velocity of the 
mixture highly increases. 
The different effects of different additives are probably attributed to many factors, such 
as particle densities, bulk densities, the shape, the roughness, etc., which can affect the 
interparticle force when the fluidization occurs. SiO2-5 is a good additive may be 
attributed into that it takes appropriate interparticle forces into the mixture. 
9.2 Recommendations 
Results of this research are very interesting and so far, some of the reasons are still not 
clear. Therefore, efforts are recommended in the future: 
1) Explore the reason why after adding high content of fine particles (FCC-20) or 
additives (SiO2-5 and Coal-15) does not change the minimum bubbling velocity 
(Umb) for Group A powders. 
2) Test the limitation of fine content to further improve the ability of fluidization. 
The high content of fine particles can improve the ability of fluidization for Group 
A powders, however, there should be a limitation. Beyond that limitation, the 
ability of fluidization will no longer increase. 
3) Investigate how much the reaction conversion rate will improve after adding fine 
powder additives in the fluidized reactor. 
4) Examine more types of fine powder additives and more properties of fine powder 
additives should be analyzed. 
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Appendices 
A.1 Basic Data 
Table A.1 Basic data for powders  
Powder 
Volume fraction 
of additive 
Bulk density 
(kg/m3) 
AVA 
(˚) 
Umf 
(cm/s) 
Maximum 
BER 
FCC-76 +    
FCC-20 
0.0% 932.1 46.4 0.161 1.434 
4.0% 938.5 46.5 0.126 1.456 
8.5% 931.8 47.2 0.124 1.462 
13.5% 925.0 47.6 0.121 1.530 
22.6% - 48.3 0.103 1.614 
FCC-76 +    
SiO2-5 
4.0% 908 46.4 0.148 1.488 
8.5% 884.4 48.6 0.133 1.552 
13.5% 850.4 51.1 0.125 1.623 
22.6% - 54.1 0.102 1.664 
FCC-76 +   
Coal-15 
3.0% 928.0 46.4 0.161 1.439 
6.2% 916.4 47.8 0.162 1.460 
10.0% 893.8 48.7 0.139 1.464 
FCC-76 + 
GB-6 
4.0% - 48.1 0.230 1.439 
8.5% - 49.3 1.114 - 
13.5% - 49.5 1.753 - 
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A.2 Data of Bed Expansion Ratio 
Table A.2 Date of BER for All Powders 
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A.3 Supplement of SEM 
Another SEM for particulate surface of FCC-76 with additives.  
 
Figure A.1 Additional SEM (a) FCC-76 base (b) + 10% Coal-15 (c) + 13.5% SiO2-5 
(d) + 13.5% GB-6  
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A.4 Error Analysis 
Figure A.2 shows an error analysis of BER for base powder, FCC-76, which is an 
average value of three trails. 
 
Figure A.2 Error analysis of BER for base powder FCC-76 
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